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This Acoustic Design Lab (ADL) document is intended to cover basic and common sense guidelines for care, 
handling and installation of our 9mm and 12mm thickness acoustic PET felt panels, sheets and acoustic
products and components.  Please read this guide in its entirety before opening and packaging, handling 
material or beginning installation.  This guide exists to assist in the use, handling and installation of Acoustic 
Design Lab products.  ADL accepts no responsibility for installation or actions taken or not taken in direct
contradiction to clear information provided in this guide and is not intended as an all-encompassing guide. 
Common sense and basic material handling knowledge by professional and experienced installers must be 
applied. This guide contains only basic recommendations and any site-specific conditions or variation are 
tacitly excluded. ADL staff is available if you have any questions rehgarding care, handing, packaging or
installation process or techniques.

All Acoustic Design Lab products are fully inspected prior to shipment. We is not responsible for damage in 
shipment, during installation or in storage. Damage claims will not be considered if the acoustic material has 
been fabricated or otherwise modified by the customer or a 3rd party fabricator. No claims for labor charges 
will be allowed in any circumstances. 

Key Receiving, Handling and Storgae Notes:

Receiving:
□  Review shipment and condition of all pallets and/or boxes prior to signing for shipment.
□  Any valid damage or warranty claim requires the following process to be followed:
 1)  copy of signed shipping document with receivers notations and delivery driver’s signature
 2)  extreme damage to the extent that it would jeopardize a major percentage of your project
                  must be immediately disclosed to ADL since this is covered by the 3rd party carrier’s 
                  insurance and is not the responsibility of ADL
 3)  photographs of damaged shipment prior to opening boxes
 4)  photographs of damaged product in proximity and oriented to damaged packaging

Handling:

White Glove Handling!  PET Felt is a very absorbent and mechanically porous material which traps dirt, fluids 
and debris.  Common sense caution and care when touching and handling is recommended for unpacking, 
preparation, processing and installation. ADL is not responsible for any mishandling on the job site. 

Once unpacked, any and all handling should be performed in a clean, flat surface.   This is extremely important
for and on-site trimming, drilling or mounting of hardware. Suitable surfaces are new and/or 100% clean carpet, 
drop cloth, corrugated packaging (inside surface) or more acoustic PET felt. Any substrate material can be picked 
up and transferred to the material being trimmed or drilled.  Do not drill or mechanically cut on MDF, plywood or 
other substrate that will transfer dust, pigment or cutting into the ADL acoustic felt.  Applying pressure during 
handling, cutting, trimming or drilling will cause creasing or denting if improperly or insufficiently supported.  
Full sheets and long elements should all be carried vertically (as sheet glass) to avoid creasing under its own 
weight.



Technical Data:
Calculated Acoustical Perfromance:  Exceeds NRC 1.0
Ultra Low VOC. Toxnot Compliant
Up to 60% Recycled Content - 100% Recyclable PET
Qualifies for LEED Credits

Temporary or Mechancial Installs:

Z-Clips, Stand-offs, magnets and removable adhesive foam sheets are all compatible with ADL’s acoustic
sheets. Please contact us for guidance and request free sample material for testing.

Construction Adhesives

ADL does not take responsilbilty for the installer’s selection of construction adhesive.  PET sheets may be 
adhered to walls with a wide range of construction and acoustical adhesives.  Do not use PVS Glue or liquid 
(fluid) adhesives that could pass through the material.  Full sheet or large tile installs are best using an 1/8” or
3/16” V-notch trowel leaving a perimeter of at least 1/2” along edge.  Smaller elements and tiles are best using
a caulking gun or small (hand size) v-notch tile trowel or putty knife

Tested adhesives include:

Titebond Greenchoice Acoustical Ceiling Tile Adhesive (Gallon Tub for trowel on projects)
AFM Safecoat Almighty Adhesive (Tube Caulk / solvent free solution)
ChemLink BuildSecure Construction Adhesive (Tube Caulk / solvent free solution)
Loctite PowerGrab Construction Adhesive (Tube Caulk or Gallon Tub for trowel on projects)
Loctite PL 3X Premium Construction Adhesive (Tube Caulk)
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Storage:

ADL acoustic sheets should be stored in their original factory packaging whenever possible. Storage areas should 
be clean, dry, cool, and well-ventilated. If material needs to be stored after removal and disposal of packaging,  
material should be stored clean, dry and level (horizontal or very vertical on the long axis) and fully protected 
from exposure to dirt, dust, heat, moisture, direct sunlight or exposure to and contact with any possible 
contaminants.  Since PET acoustic sheets are plastic, any notable weight or pressure, especially over time, could 
permanently damage, dent and/or distort the material.

Avoid exposure to heat 150°F (65°C) or greater. Do not store near radiators, heated pipes or in direct sunlight.  
PET acoustic panels are thermally stable material and want to remain inherently flat or vertical, but will
respond to force or pressure over time.

Cleaning:

Small, dry scuffs or blotches may be removed by overlaying clear packing tape and firmly rubbing across the tape 
with your fingernail to bind the stain to the adhesive. This can be done multiple times. (Do not rub the tape on the material) 
Remove dust and dirt by vacuuming with a new, clean brush attachment (preferably white or light non-marring). 
Blowing with highly compressed (clean) air works for dust and light, non-greasy smudges.  DO NOT SCRUB any stain. 
Stains may be removed or minimized blotting with a soft damp cloth or sponge and a solution of carpetor upholstery 
shampoo.  Test material from your attic stock or request a free sample for stain removal testing. Do not rub,  blot 
dry. A “Magic Eraser” has proven effective with some light stains and scuffs. No guarantee is given for results with 
any specific cleaning product.

Installation:

Color, texture, texture directionality and light reflectance/orientation.

PET acoustic sheets are produced from pre-pigmented PET fibers and has very consistent color.  PET fibers are 
layered in the manufacturing process with a slight directionality or grain (lateral or longitudinal). Directionality 
is inherent to the design of most colors and is especially notably in the “Heathered” colors.  Variation may also be 
visible in solid colors mostly due to light reflectivity of the fibers.  The varies greatly with light source, intensity, 
direction and orientation to the light source(s).  Pre-cut sheets or elements for abutted installs are always cut on 
the same axis to minimize this effect.  Installer is responsible for ensuring proper panel selection and orientation. 

Cutting & Sawing:

ADL does not currently offer uncut sheets. If your project installation specifies full wall coverage, ADL will work 
closely with the designer, architect and/or installer to ensure that your acoustic speicifcation is executed as 
accurately and safely as possibly. We offer CNC knife cutting to your written specification at market-competitive 
pricing. This is highly recommended to reduce on-stite handling, cutting challenges and to ensure to the extent 
of our ability a minimization of damage on the job site. 

On site cutting or trimming is inevitable for many installs.  ADL’s PET acoustic sheets may be easily cut using
Track and Tables Saws and by hand trimming using a clean new utility knife and straight edge.  Typically 3-4 
passes are needed to safely cut through.  Hand trimming is not recommended for any abutted panel installs.
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